
  

UART – Serial Communications   

MSP430FR2433  eUSCI interface

Universal Asynchronous Receive and Transmit



  UART – Serial Communication - Block Diagram



  

Serial communication stands for the process of sending data one bit at a time, sequentially, through the 
bus or communication channel. 

● Shift registers are a fundamental method of conversion between serial and parallel forms of data, and 
therefore are a part of every UART. 

● Serial communication has two primary forms,
(synchronous and asynchronous) there are also two forms of UART, known as:

● UART - Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
● USART -Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

● The asynchronous type of transmitter generates a data clock internally depending on the MCU clock 
cycles.

● There is no incoming clock signal associated with the data.  To achieve proper communication 
between two modules, both of them have to have the same clock cycle length (rate) , which means 
that they must work on the same BAUD rate.

● BAUD: a unit used to measure the speed of signaling or data transfer, equal to the number of pulses or 
bits per second:   baud rate.



  

The serial communication goes through independent ends of a line :
● TX (transmission) and 
● RX (reception).

Communication can be :
 Simplex - One direction only, transmitter to receiver
 Half Duplex – Devices take turns transmitting and receiving
 Full Duplex - Devices can send and receive at the same time

From the transmitter the TX line is the same as the RX line from the receiver.   The data stream always has the same 
direction through every line.  

In the idle states lines are pulled high. This allows recognition by the receiver side that there is a transmitter on the other 
side which is connected to the bus. (Stop condition or bits)

https://www.mikroe.com/blog/uart-serial-communication



  

Data are transmitted in 8 bit bytes (characters) using the serial protocol RS232
Com ports are used on personal computer for serial communications



  
https://os.mbed.com/users/embeddedartists/notebook/lpc812-max-experiment_uart/

The falling edge of the start bit enables the baud rate generator and the UART state 
machine checks for a valid start bit. 

If no valid start bit is detected the UART state machine returns to its idle state and the 
baud rate generator is turned off again. 

If a valid start bit is detected, a full character is received by the Rx.



  

Terminology:



  

With Data Flow Control

Without Data Flow Control



  



  

eUSCI Interrupts in MSP430  



  

Device Manager – Windows 10



  



  

In MSP430FR2433, P1.4 and P1.5 are configured as UCA0TXD and UCA0RXD using their respective PXSEL 
registers.



  

http://xanthium.in/Serial-Communication-MSP430-UART-USCI_A

Write a character

Read a character

Simplified Block Diagram



  

Real functional diagram in 3 parts – Baud Rate Generator



  

msp430fr243x_euscia0_uart_01.c

Clock System Setup

DCOCLK = 8MHz
Therefore 
MCLK and SMCLK = 8MHz
ACLK = 32768 Hz



  

NOTE:

Baud Rate settings quick set up

To calculate the correct the correct settings for the baud 
rate generation, perform these steps:

1. Calculate N = fBRCLK/Baud Rate

 [if N > 16 continue with step 3, otherwise with step 2]

2. OS16 = 0, UCBR0 = INT(N)

3. OS16 = 1, UCBR0 = INT(N/16)

4. UCBR1 second byte of N  - leave 0

SET BAUD RATE



  

#pragma vector = USCI_A0_VECTOR __interrupt void USCI_A0_ISR(void) {
switch(UCA0IV) {
case 0x00:
 // Vector 0: No interrupts

break;
case 0x02: ... // Vector 2: UCRXIFG – Received Char Interrupt

break;
case 0x04: ... // Vector 4: UCTXIFG – Transmit BufferEmpty Interrupt

break;
case 0x06: ... // Vector 6: UCSTTIFG – START byte received 

break;
case 0x08: ... // Vector 8: UCTXCPTIFG – All transmit complete

break;
default: break;
}
}

Interrupt Vectors – All combinations for eUSCI



  

Actual code from example 1

Echo received character 
(same as putchar(TxByte))
Polled output



  

The UCRXIFG interrupt flag is set each time a character is received and loaded into UCAxRXBUF. An 
interrupt request is generated if UCRXIE and GIE are also set. UCRXIFG and UCRXIE are reset by a 
system reset PUC signal or when UCSWRST = 1. 

UCRXIFG is automatically reset when UCAxRXBUF is read.

Receive Block Diagram



  

21.3.15.1 eUSCI_A Transmit Interrupt Operation
The UCTXIFG interrupt flag is set by the transmitter to indicate that UCAxTXBUF is ready to 
accept another character. An interrupt request is generated if UCTXIE and GIE are also set.

 UCTXIFG is automatically reset if a character is written to UCAxTXBUF.

Transmit Block Diagram



  

Show Example 1 Running

Example 2 – R/G LED  115200 BAUD

Example 3 – Transmit BUFFER with ISR
   9600 BAUD, ACLK  LPM3
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